
Virtual Reality experiences… designed with your  
relaxation in mind - description of all 32 VR videos 

A) VR NATURE VIDEOS 
Relax within our stereoscopic 360 VR Nature experiences, where you can swim with dolphins in the 
ocean, immerse within the untouched landscape and white sandy beaches of Crete, or ponder amidst 
the contempla>ve ambience of the Alps with its vast mountain lakes and lush green forests. If Thailand is 
your desire, you can relax while walking amidst mys>c temples, pris>ne coves and ancient jungles. To 
op>mize your relaxa>on, special binaural music has been adeptly synced with each experience. The 
virtual journey to picturesque nature seIngs has a posi>ve effect on mental health, promotes stress 
relief and mental regenera>on and has, according to a study by the pres>gious Humboldt University, 
Berlin conducted for Magic Horizons, a relaxing effect. 

1) DREAMY BEACH  (length 5 mins) 
- In Thailand, dream on beautiful beaches and at magical waterfalls - 

From a spectacular loca>on, view the wide ocean and 
waves, while listening to ethnic chants and nature 
sounds: The beau>ful beaches and waterfalls of 
Thailand, have you dive into relaxing worlds very 
quickly. Forget about daily sorrows and stress. Based 
on the insights of the study by Humboldt University, 
Berlin for Magic Horizons, you experience a deep 
relaxa>on. 

2) SUNNY ISLAND (length 5 mins) 
- Slow down in fantastic natural worlds on the Greek island of Crete - 

Immerse yourself in beau>ful, unspoiled landscapes on 
the sunny island of Crete. Turquoise seas and white 
sandy beaches are the perfect invita>on to dream 
away and just slow down. Discover fascina>ng gorges 
and unique rock forma>ons -- and relax on the banks 
of untouched streams. Con>nually discover new 
details in this 360° world without being distracted by 
the outside world.

3) GREEN MOUNTAINS (length 5 mins) 
- Relax in the lush green mountain landscapes of Bavaria - 

Enjoy the beauty of the alpine uplands on a beau>ful 
summer day. Babbling brooks, peaceful mountain 
lakes, rippling waterfalls and green forests allow for a 
par>cularly deep and pleasant relaxa>on and stress 
reduc>on. According to the Humboldt study for Magic 
Horizons, the green colors have a par>cularly calming 
effect. 



4) DOLPHINS‘ DANCE (length 5 mins) 
- Swim with dolphins (Part 1) - 

Have you ever dreamed of swimming and diving with 
dolphins? Now you can make this wish come true with 
Magic Horizons in Virtual Reality. Dive in with a group 
of dolphins and watch their magical dance. The 
soothing, relaxing effect of the dolphins on the human 
psyche has been proven.

5) DOLPHINS‘ DREAM (length 5 mins) 
- Swim with dolphins (Part 2) - 

  The magical journey with the dolphins con>nues. 
You’ll set off on another journey with these wonderful 
mammals. Stress at work or during a treatment fade 
into the background. Diving with dolphins has a 
soothing effect on the human psyche and is 
par>cularly realis>c and relaxing in Virtual Reality.

6) MYSTIC TEMPLES (length 5 mins) 
- Unwind in mystic temples in Thailand -  

Visit the impressive temples of Wat Phra Si Sanphet, 
Wat Ratchaburana and Wat Phra Mahathat in 
Ayu[haya and relax with calming flute melodies. The 
feeling of “presence” in Virtual Reality while enjoying 
the impact of the old temple ruins will quickly take you 
out of daily stress and rush to a place of silence and 
contempla>on. 

7) DEEP JUNGLE (length 5 mins) 
- Gather new energy in a green jungle - 

Mighty old Makayuk trees in the middle of the Thai 
jungle on Koh Kood island offer a safe place to escape 
life’s “mental hamster wheel”. Gather new mental 
energy at work or reduce your stress during a 
treatment. As above, according to the Humboldt study, 
shades of the color green have an especially relaxing 
effect on the human psyche. 



8) GORGE WALK (length 5 mins) 
- Gain energy within a gorge in the Alps - 

Gain energy in the unspoiled landscape of the Alps. 
Relax on a guided high-al>tude hike in Virtual Reality 
and let your soul relax on clear mountain streams. 
That color “green” again – it has a beneficial, relaxing 
and libera>ng effect on the human psyche. 

9) GOLDEN AUTUMN (length 5 mins) 
- Relax on a spectacular autumn day - 

  
Breathe deeply on a beau>ful autumn day in Lithuania. 
Golden leaves, cozy forests and roman>c lakes invite 
you to linger. The beauty of this landscape, combined 
with the binaural music, quickly leads to a relaxed 
state – leaving stress and exhaus>on behind at the 
touch of a bu[on in Virtual Reality. 

10) DAY AT THE RIVER (length 5 mins) 
- Peacefulness in the wild mountains - 

Find peace on the Isar River in the Bavarian 
mountains. Just let go and watch in Virtual Reality the 
turquoise water of the river flowing through this 
original landscape. The cool, clear water lets your 
everyday thoughts take a back seat. The turquoise 
green color has a par>cularly calming effect on the 
human psyche. 

11) HIGH MOUNTAINS (length 5 mins) 
- Unwind in the Swiss high mountains - 
  

High up in the Swiss Alps you will find calm and 
relaxa>on instantly. In the peaceful atmosphere of the 
beau>ful, pris>ne natural landscape, let go and escape 
from your day-to-day life. The relaxing effect of this 
virtual mountain hike is musically supported by 
spherical guitar sounds and hypno>c melodies. 



B) BINAURAL BEATS
The scien>fic benefits of “Binaural Beats” are extensively analyzed in the previously men>oned 
Humboldt study: it’s about sine waves for the lee and right ear, that differ slightly in their frequencies. 
This slight difference generates the appropriate beats in the human brain, which move it to the 
respec>ve frequency condi>on. In our experiences below, music is used to fit with the different 
frequencies. In the selec>on menu, users can also listen to just the sine waves without music. In a 
beau>ful virtual relaxa>on room, you’re also shown the wave movements to engage your eyes as well as 
your ears, which enable you to dive in and relax even more deeply (= immersion). 

1) DELTA WAVES (length 10 mins) 
- Deep relaxation with Delta Waves -   

“Delta Waves” represent deep relaxa>on, sleep, the 
subconscious. They are offered in 1 Hz. Here, a visitor 
is in a virtual relaxa>on room, where the visual 
backgrounds change slowly as part of a “dream 
journey”. The music is par>cularly slow and calm. 

2) THETA WAVES A (length 10 mins) 
- Mid-level relaxation with Theta Waves A -   

  
“Theta Waves A” represent dreaming and mid-level 
relaxa>on. They are offered in 4 Hz. In this experience, 
the virtual relaxa>on room is in a beau>ful underwater 
world.  

3) THETA WAVES B (length 10 mins) 
- Light relaxation with Theta Waves B - 

“Theta Waves B” represent light relaxa>on. They are 
offered in 6 Hz. Here, the virtual relaxa>on takes place 
in a “white room”. The visitor focuses only on the sine 
waves, music and visualiza>on of the frequencies in 
Virtual Reality. 



4) ALPHA WAVES (length 10 mins) 
- New energy and creativity with Alpha Waves -   

“Alpha Waves” represent daydreaming and a relaxed 
state of awareness. They are offered in 9 Hz. In this 
experience, the virtual relaxa>on room is a beau>ful 
desert landscape.  

5) Color Rooms (length 5 mins) 
-  Relaxing in the yellow room -

  
In the Color Rooms you can relax undisturbed in 
different colored rooms in virtual reality: 
- Yellow stands for op>mism and joy 

6) Color Rooms (length 5 mins) 
-  Relaxing in the blue room -

  
In the Color Rooms you can relax undisturbed in 
different colored rooms in virtual reality: 
- Blue stands for serenity, trust and longing 

7) Color Rooms (length 5 mins) 
-  Relaxing in the green room -

  
In the Color Rooms you can relax undisturbed in 
different colored rooms in virtual reality: 
- Green stands for security and hope 



8) Color Rooms (length 5 mins) 
-  Relaxing in the purple room -

  
In the Color Rooms you can relax undisturbed in 
different colored rooms in virtual reality: 
- Purple stands for dignity, mys>cism and protec>on 

D) DREAMS & MEDITATIONS
Using guided breathing and sleep enhancing exercises, medita>ons and fairy tales are read in a soothing 
voice to help achieve a state of deep relaxa>on, slow breathing, and regenera>on of the mind and body. 
At the same >me, the virtual environments provide thorough visual relaxa>on.

1) BREATHE & RELAX (length 7 mins) 
- A guided breathing and relaxation exercise - 

Let yourself fall and take a break. Experience deep 
relaxa>on in a beau>ful animated landscape, where 
you will be guided through with the help of your 
breathing. By focussing on your breathing, you will 
enter an increasingly deep state of blissful peace, 
safety and stress reduc>on. Two different Virtual 
Reality scenarios support the successive relaxa>on of 
the mind and body. 

2) FREE YOUR MIND (length  7 mins) 
- A guided meditation - 

  

Relax by a quaint, real brook with the “Free Your 
Mind” medita>on. This is about finding your inner 
peace and freeing your mind of the constant 
“carrousel of thoughts”. Switch off in between to 
alleviate geIng worked up by long “to do” lists. Listen 
to the voice, the babbling brook and relaxing music. 
The 360° sensa>on will considerably increase the 
effect. 



3) THE INNER SMILE (length 5 mins) 
- A guided meditation - 

“The Inner Smile” is a guided medita>on at a beau>ful 
beach in Thailand. It’s all about the gie of smiling and 
releasing nega>ve feelings and worries. This 
medita>on can posi>vely affect your mood. Gaze at 
the beau>ful beach and allow your thoughts to come 
to rest. Feel the energy of the smile on your face. 
Listen to the gentle voice. 

4) ECHOES IN WHITE (length 5 mins) 
- A journey through magnificent fantasy worlds - 

“Echoes in White” guides you through three different 
worlds.  You’ll start in space on an asteroid, when a 
white “Echo Ball” will take you to the “Green Oasis”, 
before another “Echo Ball” takes you to the “White 
World” - a magical, animated world, where dreaming 
and lingering are encouraged. According to the 
Humboldt study, the peaceful 360° cinematography 
and atmospheric images enable a relaxing Virtual 
Reality experience. 

5) SLEEP WELL (length 7 mins) 
-  A fabulous relaxation trip before sleep -  

  

Floa>ng on a cloud, carried by the lightness of being, 
this is a relaxing journey to sleep in 360 worlds which   
block out the outside world. Listen to an Indian fairy 
tale that yields pleasant >redness, fades your everyday 
worries and gently leads you to sleep. Sleep well! 

  

6) MAGIC GARDEN (length 4 mins) 
- A poetic journey into fantastic worlds - 

Daydreaming in worlds full of art and poetry. 
Experience a surreal dream in a Tuscan landscape, 
where a dove knocks over a glass of ruby red wine, 
which slowly bubbles upwards and colors the clouds. 
Floa>ng images dissolve and regroup. Leaf dancers 
show us their magical dance. Daydreaming is a crea>ve 
alpha state that enables you to gain new crea>ve 
energy. 



7) COOL DOWN (length 5 mins) 
- Cool down and relax in the arctic ice world - 

Clear your mind with a virtual trip to Antarc>ca. 
Experience the majesty of the icebergs and the crystal 
clear Arc>c Ocean. Here you will experience a mental 
relaxa>on and "cooling down“, as the 360 degree ice 
worlds appear in virtual reality at your finger>ps. A 
very special mental “cool down” experience. 

8) GRATITUDE (length 6 mins) 
- A guided meditation - 

This guided medita>on is about gra>tude. Gra>tude is 
the key to more sa>sfac>on, serenity and health. In 
virtual reality you experience this medita>on in a 
beau>ful place by the sea and can dedicate yourself 
completely to the topic of gra>tude without being 
disturbed by the outside world. 

9) Underwater Dreams (length 5 mins) 
- Relax in a fantastic underwater world - 

Immerse yourself in a fascina>ng underwater world. 
Gaze at the beau>ful exo>c fishes, colorful corals and 
underwater plants in bright colors. This magical, 
animated world invites you to relax and dream. The 
effect of this experience is par>cularly impressive and 
intense in VR. 

10) THE BREMEN TOWN MUSICIANS (length 10 mins) 
- Fabulous relaxation - 

Walk into the virtual entrance hall. You’ll be 
transported to a 360° seIng. Professional storytellers 
take you to the virtual world of the Brothers Grimm to 
the Bremen Town Musicians. You can fully devote 
yourself to the flow of the story. It’s a “fairy-tale” way 
of slowing down in Virtual Reality. 



Contact: Magic Horizons GmbH 
mail: sales@magic-horizons.com 
web: www.magic-horizons.com 
phone: +49 (0) 8165 65638  
mobile: +49 (0) 172 8982959 

Video link to the description of the VR experiences: 
https://youtu.be/TIwO7sMAaiI

11) SLEEPING BEAUTY (length 10 mins) 
- Fabulous relaxation - 

Walk into the virtual entrance hall. You’ll be 
transported to a 360° seIng. Professional storytellers 
take you to the virtual world of the Brothers Grimm to 
the Sleeping Beauty. You can fully devote yourself to 
the flow of the story. It’s a “fairy-tale” way of slowing 
down in Virtual Reality. 

12) THE FROG KING (length 10 mins) 
- Fabulous relaxation - 

Walk into the virtual entrance hall. You’ll be 
transported to a 360° seIng. Professional storytellers 
take you to the virtual world of the Brothers Grimm to 
the Frog King. You can fully devote yourself to the flow 
of the story. It’s a “fairy-tale” way of slowing down in 
Virtual Reality. 

13) THE PEASANT’S WISE DAUGHTER (length 10 mins) 
- Fabulous relaxation - 

Walk into the virtual entrance hall. You’ll be 
transported to a 360° seIng. Professional storytellers 
take you to the virtual world of the Brothers Grimm to 
the Peasant’s Wise Daughter. You can fully devote 
yourself to the flow of the story. It’s a “fairy-tale” way 
of slowing down in Virtual Reality. 
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